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[PRE]IGNITION

WHERE? 

WHEN? 

WHAT?!?!

WHERE? 

WHEN? 

WHAT?!?!

WHERE? 
92,960,000 miles away.* 

WHEN? 
Eight minutes ago! 

WHAT?!?!

* Or 149,600,000 kilometers. 



Energy,Energy,Energy,
the ability of a system

to do work! 

"Work" in this instance
is exerting force on
another system from
a distance -- 

-- even a huge

distance like that
betw�n Earth
and our sun! 

    that's what -- 

A lot of it 
bounces o� 
the u�er 
part of the 
atmosphere--   

That force transfers 

energy from one 
system to another -- 
like light from a sun 
to a planet! 

-- and more gets 
absorbed on the way 
down by a motley crew 
of water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, methane,
nitrous oxide, and ozone 
-- what we like to ca� 
"The Gr�nhouse Gang!" 

Plants evolved to 
transform some of 
the light that escapes 
the gr�nhouse layer 
into sugars and 
carbohydrates via 
photosynthesis! 

Animals evolved 
to capture those 
stored nutrients 
for themselves by 
eating said plants! 

Other animals 
evolved to snag 
those nutrients for 
themselves by eating 
those animals! 

A� this energy -- 
from that single 

beam of sunlight! 
(…and another 

transfer…) 

Light absorbed by 
gr�nhouse gases 
warms the Earth -- and 
this, among many other 
factors, is what makes 
our planet ideal for 
su�orting life! 

That light takes eight 
minutes at the sp�d 
of, uh, y'know, light, 
to reach Earth … but 
not a� of it makes 
it to the planet's 

surface.

(That's -- yes --
another transfer
of energy betw�n
systems!) 
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But it doesn't
end there!

That energy inside 
plants and animals 
doesn't just vanish 

when they die.

Tra�ed mi�ions of 
years in the ground, 
those biological 
materials transform 
into a rich variety of 
hydrocarbons. 

Humans learned how 
to harne� these 
"fo�il fuels" in the 
19th and 20th 
centuries… 

…and ignited the fire 
of technological 

advancement that built 
the modern world as 
we know it today! 

But no form of 
energy ever 
disa�ears 
entirely. 

The ine�icient 
burning of those 
fuels releases 
gr�nhouse gases 
(or chemicals) into 
the atmosphere -- 
bulking up the 
gr�nhouse layer -- 

-- with consequences 
unimaginable to those 
who first pu�ed oil, 
coal and natural gas 
from the Earth! 
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